ULTRA DISTORTION
UD300
2-Mode Distortion Effects Pedal

- Get 2 distortion pedals in one—from blues-rock rhythms to searing leads
- This BEHRINGER product has been designed to compete head to head with leading products on the market
- Flexible 2-mode switch lets you choose between warm distortion for riff rock and screaming distortion for lead sounds
- Dedicated Level, Tone and Distortion controls for awesome sound shaping
- Status LED for effect on/off and battery check
- Runs on 9 V battery or the BEHRINGER PSU-SB DC power supply (not included)
- First-class electronic On/Off switch for highest signal integrity in bypass mode
- 3-Year Warranty Program*
- Conceived and designed by BEHRINGER Germany

If your gig calls for a pedal that can sing one minute and scream the next, you will love the ULTRA DISTORTION UD300. With this pedal, you get 2 distortion pedals in one – from blues-rock rhythms to searing leads. Just wait til you check out the flexible dual-mode switch that lets you choose between warm distortion, for riff rock – and screaming distortion for awesome lead sounds!

Tone Versatility
The UD300's dual-mode switch lets you choose between warm, rhythm-ready overdrive and volcanic, screaming distortion that will send your leads into the stratosphere.

*Warranty details can be found at music-group.com.
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Ease of Use
Just twist the dedicated Level, Tone and Distortion dials to create a tasty new flavor of distortion that’s distinctively yours. The status LED tells you when the UD300 is activated, and the superior on-off switch maintains excellent signal integrity in bypass mode. You can power the UD300 with either a 9 V battery or our optional PSU-SB DC power supply (not included).

Sound Value
Because modern rock has to be able to go from restrained to roaring within a single song, you’ll fall in love with the UD300’s split personality – it’s like getting two pedals for the price of one! Get yours online or at your local BEHRINGER dealer today!

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own MUSIC Group factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous 3-Year Warranty program.
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